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Nothing in business is 
so valuable as time.
 — John Henry Patterson, 1893

John H. Patterson the founder and CEO of the National 
Cash Register Company is known as the father of the 
modern sales training program and helped shape how 
sales organizations function today. His company provided 
salespeople with scripts, and encouraged them to view 
the sales cycle as a four-stage process that identified the 
milestones as the initial approach, the proposition, the 
product demonstration, and closing the deal. 

CITRIX San Francisco
650 Townsend St. 3rd Floor
San Francisco CA 94103



The Opportunity.

U.S. residents logged 459 million person-trips* for business purposes in 2015, averaging 4.8 million hotel rooms per night. 

*Person-trip defined as one person on a trip away from home overnight in paid accommodations or on a day or overnight trip to places 50 miles or more [one-way] away from home.
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The Big Idea.

It has been 122 years since the creation of the 
modern sales organization, Citrix has a unique 
opportunity to redefine the tools used in the 
21st century. At the center is a dashboard filled 
with "Actionable Data", leveraging voice, facial 
and video recognition, along with backend data 
automation  and seamless integration with 
Salesforce. We will deliver a unique optimization 
tool to allow sales organizations to identify and 
distribute the key practices that will make their 
whole team superstars.  

meet "audiolyze"
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21st century tools for sales organizations.



Rep. Live Mode Key Features Advantage Benefit

 Live: Capture & Analyze Get detailed insights while demoing. Ensure you are hitting all key value props.   

 Auto-Notes Create test based on actionable data. Fine tune your demos to improve performance. 

 Challenge mode Real-time  comparison and progress against others. Actionable data to pivot on a dime. 

 Training mode Follow best practices of top performers. Personalized feedback to improve live demo.



Rep. Dashboard Mode Key Features Advantage Benefit

 Optimizer Create test based on actionable data. Fine tune your demos to improve performance. 

 Reviewer Compare past sales demos across your org. Find trends, both positive and negative. 

 Challenge mode Compete against top performance. Motivated to hit attainable metrics. 



Manager Mode Key Features Advantage Benefit

 Team View See insights across teams. See what works and who's doing what best.   

 Optimizer Share winning demos and best practices. Improve performance of team.

 Challenge mode Create friendly competition. Meet  sales goals and build camaraderie. 

 Seamless	Integration	w/	Salesforce	 Key	Salesforce	data	in	one	dashboard.	 Benefit	make	decisions	quickly	to	improve	team.	
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Rep. LIVE MODE



Rep. DASHBOARD MODE



Manager DASHBOARD MODE



Thank you ;)




